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ABSTRACT34

It is generally accepted that spine control and stability are relevant for the prevention and35

rehabilitation of low back pain (LBP). However, there are conflicting results in the literature, in36

regards to how these variables are modified in the presence of LBP. The aims of the present37

work were twofold: 1) to use noxious stimulation to induce LBP in healthy individuals to assess38

the direct effects of pain on control (quantified by the time-dependent behavior of kinematic39

variance), and 2) to assess whether the relationship between pain and control is moderated by40

psychological features (i.e. pain catastrophizing (PC) and kinesiophobia). Participants completed41

three conditions (baseline, pain, recovery) during a task involving completion of 35 cycles of a42

repetitive unloaded spine flexion/extension movement. The neuromuscular control of spine43

movements was assessed during each condition using maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponents44

(λmax). Nociceptive stimulus involved injection of hypertonic saline into the interspinous45

ligament, eliciting pain that was greater than baseline or recovery (p<0.001). Although there was46

no overall main effect of the nociceptive stimulation (i.e. pain) on λmax when the whole group47

was included in the statistical model (p=0.564), when data were considered separately for those48

with high and low PC, two distinct and well established responses to the pain were observed.49

Specifically, those with high PC tightened their control (i.e. stabilized), whereas those with low50

PC loosened their control (i.e. destabilized). This study provides evidence that individuals’51

beliefs and attitudes towards pain is related to individual-specific motor behaviors, and suggests52

that future research studying spine control/stability and LBP should account for these variables.53
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INTRODUCTION54

It is generally accepted that spine control and stability are relevant for the prevention and55

rehabilitation of low back pain (LBP) (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Reeves et al., 2007; van56

Dieën et al., 2003), a major global public health concern (Global Burden of Disease Study 201357

Collaborators, 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Murray and Lopez, 2013). Histochemical, structural, and58

neuromuscular changes such as decreases in muscle cross-sectional area and fibre density59

(Demoulin et al., 2007a; Demoulin et al., 2007b), increased muscle fatigability (Demoulin et al.,60

2007a), abolition of the flexion-relaxation phenomenon (Demoulin et al., 2007a), reduced61

proprioception (Willigenburg et al., 2013) and kinesthesia (Ebenbichler et al., 2001), increased62

repositioning error and reduced precision control (Willigenburg et al., 2013), altered trunk63

muscle activation profiles (Larivière et al., 2000; van Dieën et al., 2003), and impaired local64

dynamic stability (Asgari et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2014) have been found in those with LBP.65

There are major disadvantages to investigating patients with clinical LBP (Zedka et al.,66

1999). First, the heterogeneous nature of LBP compromises assessment of neuromuscular control67

and spine (in)stability as the relationship between motor control and pain may not be uniform68

(Brown et al., 2002; Demoulin et al., 2007b). Second, normative data are rarely available for69

comparison; there are few opportunities to collect pain-free and painful data from the same70

individuals, and data from other individuals provides an insensitive comparison because of the71

inherent variability in movement across individuals (Zedka et al., 1999).72

To eliminate confounders, researchers have provided nociceptive stimuli to assess the73

effect of transient LBP on biomechanics. Methods include: comparing motor changes in those74

who develop LBP with standing/exercise (pain developers) versus those who do not (Miller et75

al., 2013; Nelson-wong et al., 2008), and induction of pain in pain-free individuals via noxious76
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heat (Dubois et al., 2011), electrical stimulation, hypertonic saline injection (Tsao et al., 2010;77

Zedka et al., 1999), or topical capsaicin cream (Dancey et al., 2014; Hung et al., 2014; Ross et78

al., 2015). It has been observed that thermal- (Dubois et al., 2011) and saline-induced (Hodges et79

al., 2003) LBP alter movement and muscle recruitment patterns. The first study to directly assess80

the effects on spine stability found that injection of hypertonic saline into the longissimus muscle81

increased mechanical stability over a small range of motion at slow movement speed, but82

without stereotypical between-subject changes in muscle activity patterns (Hodges et al., 2013).83

Despite the benefits, there remains individual variation in responses to experimental pain84

(Hodges et al., 2013). Psychological factors are thought to moderate motor responses to pain and85

contribute to this variation, but results are conflicting. High kinesiophobia was associated with86

higher stiffness responses to global perturbations in patients with recurring episodes of clinical87

LBP (Karayannis et al., 2013). Conversely, during repetitive full range-of-motion spine flexion88

and extension movements, lower local dynamic spine stability (quantified using the non-linear89

time-dependent behavior of kinematic variance about the target movement trajectory (Granata90

and England, 2006; Granata and Gottipati, 2008)) and mechanical spine rotational stiffness91

(quantified using an EMG-driven spine model (Brown and McGill, 2010; Potvin and Brown,92

2005)) were found in those with high pain and high pain catastrophizing in response to acute93

capsaicin-induced LBP (Ross et al., 2015). The differences might be explained by the methods to94

quantify control and stability/stiffness, the nature of the LBP, or the nature of the task.95

The purposes of the present work were: 1) to use noxious stimulation to induce LBP in96

healthy individuals to assess the direct effects of nociceptive input on spine control, and 2) to97

assess whether the relationship between pain and spine control is moderated by psychological98

measures. Based on previous research, it was hypothesized that control strategies would change99
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in the presence of pain (Hodges et al., 2013; Ross et al., 2015) and that there would be a100

relationship between changes in control and pain catastrophizing (Ross et al., 2015).101
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MATERIALS AND METHODS102

Participants103

Sixteen healthy participants (8M, 8F), with no history of chronic LBP, were recruited for104

this investigation (Table 1). Prior to data collection, each participant read and signed an informed105

consent document that outlined experimental protocols. The Health Sciences Research Ethics106

Board at Queen’s University approved the study (File No: 6011429).107

(Table 1 approximately here)108
109

Psychological measures110

Participants completed two questionnaires related to psychological aspects of pain: 1)111

Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK) (Kori et al., 1990), and 2) The Pain Catastrophizing Scale112

(PCS) (Sullivan et al., 1995). Both questionnaires are valid and reliable (Sullivan et al., 1995;113

Swinkels-Meewisse et al., 2003), and have been shown to relate to measures of stiffness/stability114

in previous studies (Karayannis et al., 2013; Ross et al., 2015).115

Kinematic measures116

Participants were outfitted with two 3-D electromagnetic sensors (trakSTAR, Ascension117

Technology Corporation, Shelburne, VT, USA), placed on the T12 and  S1 spinous processes.118

Sensors were attached using tape. Data were collected at 240 Hz using custom LabView119

software (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).120

Procedure121

After completion of the questionnaires, an anesthesiologist marked the participant’s122

interspinous ligament between L4 and L5 using landmarks identified with a portable ultrasound123
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device (Vivid i, General Electric Healthcare, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom). The participants124

then completed the experimental task for three trials (baseline, injection/pain, and recovery). The125

experimental task required participants to complete 35 cycles of a repetitive spine126

flexion/extension movement with the position of the pelvis constrained by a belt to a board127

(Graham et al., 2014). Participants moved between an upright and a flexed position with128

movement range guided by pressing target buttons placed in front of the participant in the129

midline at arms’ length at shoulder height to mark the upright position, and a second target130

located 50 cm anterior to the knee in the sagittal midline to mark the end of flexion range131

(Graham et al., 2014; Granata and England, 2006; Granata and Gottipati, 2008; Ross et al.,132

2015).133

Upon completion of the baseline trial, the anesthesiologist injected 0.2 mL of hypertonic134

saline (5% NaCl) solution into the L4/L5 interspinous ligament of the participant in sitting (Fig 1)135

(Tsao et al., 2010). The expected pain responses were confirmed in pilot testing (see136

Supplementary Material) (Tsao et al., 2010). Immediately after the injection, participants were137

laid down on their side for one minute in case of fainting. Participants then stood up and138

completed the “injection/pain” trial. Participants then sat for one hour to allow for the pain levels139

to return to baseline and then completed the “recovery” trial. Immediately before and after each140

trial, as well as after the injection, participants rated their pain on a 100-mm visual analog scale141

(VAS) (Scott and Huskisson, 1976).142

(Figure 1 approximately here)143

Data Processing and Analysis144
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All data were processed using custom Matlab code (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).145

Lumbar spine angles were calculated using 3-D Euler rotation matrices recorded from the T12146

sensor  with respect  to  the S1 sensor (Graham et al., 2014; Ross et al., 2015), and the first five147

cycles were excluded to allow individuals to reach a steady state of movement (Graham et al.,148

2012a, 2012b; Graham and Brown, 2012). Data were not filtered due to problems associated149

with filtering nonlinear signals (Bruijn et al., 2009a; Dingwell and Marin, 2006; Kantz and150

Schreiber, 2004; Mees and Judd, 1993).151

The neuromuscular control of spine movements (i.e. local dynamic stability) was152

determined using the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent, λmax. The angular data from153

each of the trials were time normalized to 28,000 points (30 cycles*240 Hz*4 s/cycle) to account154

for the effects of time series length on λmax (Bruijn et al., 2009a). Analyses were performed only155

on the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of the three spine angles, which has also been referred to as the156

Euclidean norm (Gates and Dingwell, 2009; Granata and England, 2006). The RMS of the three157

spine angles was positively shifted upwards so they did not cross zero based on pilot work that158

revealed this to be the best method to maintain the original individual characteristics of each159

angular displacement (Beaudette et al., 2016). Data were then delay embedded to improve state160

space reconstruction as per the following equation:161

( ) = [ ( ), ( + ), ( + 2 ), … ( + ( − 1) )], (1)162

where Y(t) is the n-dimensional state-space, r(t) is the original RMS time series data, n is the163

number of reconstruction dimensions, and Td is a constant time delay (Abarbanel et al., 1993). A164

6-D state space was chosen based on previous research (Kennel et al., 1992) and a time delay of165

10% of mean period was used (Graham et al., 2014; Granata and England, 2006). Nearest166
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neighbors were then located, and the exponential rate of divergence between the neighbors was167

tracked over the course of one cycle. λmax was then determined as the slope of the linear best-fit168

line calculated by:169

( ) = < ln ( ) >	,        (2)170

where < ln ( ) >	represents the average logarithm of divergence, dj(i), for all pairs of nearest171

neighbors, j, throughout a certain number of time steps (i∆t) (Rosenstein et al., 1993). The slope172

was calculated from 0 to 480 samples (approximately 0–0.5 cycles) (Bruijn et al., 2009b). There173

is a negative relationship between λmax and control/stability, where a larger λmax indicates faster174

kinematic divergence, and thus less control/stability (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000).175

Statistical Analysis176

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 23.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,177

USA). Differences in VAS pain responses between the experimental conditions (baseline vs.178

injection/pain vs. recovery) and between times (pre- vs. post-trial) was assessed with a two-way179

repeated-measures (R-M) analysis of variance (ANOVA). Differences in control (maximum180

finite-time Lyapunov exponents; λmax) between experimental conditions were assessed with a181

one-way R-M ANOVA. To investigate any potential moderating effects of pain psychology182

(PCS and TSK scores) and/or demographics (age, height, weight, and sex) on control responses183

to pain, these variables were added as covariates into the R-M ANOVA. Post-hoc tests (with184

Sidak corrections) examining significant differences between experimental pain conditions were185

undertaken when the main effect was significant at p<0.05. Last, binary logistic regression was186

applied to assess the predictive effects of these same variables on determining whether a187

participant would tighten (“stabilizer”) or loosen (“destabilizer”) their control in response to the188
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injection/pain. A 10-fold cross-validation was repeated five times to ensure that the results were189

robust and the model was valid.  This was complemented by comparing each variable between190

stabilizers and destabilizers using one-way ANOVA.191
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RESULTS192

As expected, there was a significant main effect of condition (baseline vs. injection/pain193

vs. recovery) on the VAS pain responses (p<0.001). Injection caused significantly higher levels194

of pain than either the baseline or recovery conditions (p<0.001), which were statistically similar195

(p=0.943) (Fig 2). There was also a significant (p<0.001) interaction between condition and time196

(pre- vs. post-trial), where discomfort increased throughout the 35 cycles during the baseline and197

recovery trials but decreased during the injection/pain trial (Fig 2A). At baseline, all participants198

but one had extremely low levels of discomfort (less than 10/100); one participant reported a199

baseline VAS score of 23/100 (Fig 2B). Furthermore, almost all participants experienced200

increased discomfort during the baseline and recovery trials, whereas the pre/post-injection VAS201

responses were more variable (Fig 2B).202

(Figure 2 approximately here)203

When the whole group was included in the statistical analysis without any covariates,204

control (λmax) was not different between conditions (main effect: p=0.564) (Fig 3). However,205

after adding PCS scores as a covariate into the ANOVA, the main effect of condition on control206

became significant (p= 0.044), and there was a significant condition x PCS score interaction (p=207

0.048). No other covariates significantly moderated the effect of condition on control (p>0.05).208

(Figure 3 approximately here)209

Because of the significant moderating effect of pain catastrophizing on the effect of210

condition on control, we further explored our data. We discovered that there were two211

distinct/categorical responses to the injection/pain based on the movement trajectories;212

individuals who tightened control during pain (lower λmax – “stabilizers”) (n=6) and those who213
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loosened control during pain (higher λmax – “destabilizers”) (n=10). In both groups, the modified214

movement strategies returned to their baseline strategy after pain recovered (Fig 3). To further215

explore this finding, we completed binary logistic regressions using PCS scores (cut score was216

equal to 0.5, which equaled a PCS >17) to predict the categorical outcome in response to pain217

(0= “stabilize”, 1= “destabilize”). This analysis successfully predicted group membership in218

87.5% of cases (5/6 stabilizers, and 9/10 destabilizers) (Table 2), each of the five times. As a219

follow-up, we compared PCS and TSK between the two responses using one-way ANOVAs.220

This analysis found PCS (p=0.004) and TSK (p=0.049) scores were significantly higher in the221

stabilizing group compared to the destabilizing group (Table 3); participants who stabilized have222

higher PCS and TSK. Neither demographics (i.e. age, height, weight, sex) nor pain intensity (i.e.223

VAS scores) was significantly different between stabilizers and destabilizers.224

(Table 2 & 3 approximately here)225

226
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DISCUSSION227

The purposes of this work were: 1) to use noxious stimulation to induce LBP in healthy228

individuals to assess the effects of noxious pain on control, and 2) to assess whether the229

relationship between pain and control is moderated by psychological features. It was230

hypothesized that control strategies would change in the presence of pain. It was also231

hypothesized that there would be a relationship between changes in control and pain232

catastrophizing.233

There was no overall significant difference in spinal control (i.e. λmax) during the234

injection/pain trial compared to baseline and recovery; therefore, our hypothesis was rejected.235

However, after further exploring the data, it was found that there were two different reactions to236

the pain. Compared to baseline/recovery, stabilizers (n =6) had a significant tightening of control237

(decreased λmax) while the destabilizers (n = 10) had a significant loosening of control (increased238

λmax). There were no significant differences between VAS scores between the stabilizers and239

destabilizers, suggesting that individual changes in control strategies were independent of pain240

experienced but rather related to how threatening they perceived their experienced pain.241

In a recent study examining the effects of noxiously induced pain and gait speed on local242

dynamic stability, there were differential group reactions to either stabilize or destabilize in243

response to the pain based on gait speed (van den Hoorn et al., 2015). At 0.94 m/s, gait was less244

stable during LBP when compared to no pain. Conversely, it was found that when walking at245

1.67 m/s, gait stability was significantly improved during LBP when compared to no calf pain or246

no pain (van den Hoorn et al., 2015). The opposite effects of LBP on stability between speeds247

were suggested to be a protective strategy at higher speeds. This links to the current work where248
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those with higher pain catastrophizing (PC) scores tended to tighten their control (i.e. stabilize),249

likely as a protective mechanism for the spine.250

Contrary to our previous work (Ross et al., 2015), which showed that higher PC was251

related to higher levels of experienced pain and reduced control and spine rotational stiffness, the252

current work showed that PC differentially moderates the change in control in response to the253

pain (i.e. there were both stabilizers and destabilizers). One potential reason for the differences254

observed between studies is that capsaicin and the injection may have had different effects on255

proprioception. If proprioception is poor, there will be more variable movement, leading to a256

decrease in spinal stability. Another potential reason for the different effects may be due to the257

different type of pain experienced by the capsaicin and the hypertonic saline injection.258

Participants described the pain experienced by the capsaicin as a superficial burning sensation,259

whereas participants described the pain experienced by the saline to be a deep aching pain with260

some experiencing radiating pain in the legs. A further difference is that pain got worse with261

movement during the capsaicin trial (similar to the baseline and recovery trials here); however,262

in the present work pain was relieved with movement in many individuals. Since the pain263

experienced by the capsaicin was superficial and not alleviated by movement, it could have been264

more distracting; thus leading to more variable movement and loosened control.265

Lastly, in our previous work (Ross et al., 2015), we showed that there was lower control266

and spine rotational stiffness across all trials (baseline, in pain/capsaicin, and recovery) in267

individuals with a higher PCS score. However, in the current study, control was the same for268

both the stabilizers and the destabilizers for the baseline and recovery trial. Differences were269

only detected in the injection/pain trial and were independent of pain levels. This is an important270

finding, as it appears to show that individuals’ beliefs and attitudes towards pain can lead them to271
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perceive a given amount of pain as more threatening, thus leading to individual-specific motor272

behaviors. Moreover, previous research has found that individuals have individualized motor273

responses to stabilize the spine (Hodges et al., 2013), which agrees with the results observed274

here. Higher long-term local dynamic stability in LBP patients was also observed in recent work275

(Asgari et al., 2015).276

The stabilizers in the current work had significantly higher PCS and TSK scores than the277

destabilizers, suggesting that stabilizers have a greater tendency to catastrophize about pain (i.e.278

have a greater negative orientation of pain) and are more fearful of (re)injury. The fear-279

avoidance model suggests kinesiophobia and PC are a spectrum with confrontation and fear-280

avoidance on either extreme and individuals fall somewhere along the continuum based on their281

fear of pain (Lethem et al., 1983; Rose et al., 1992). Previous research has found that greater PC282

and kinesiophobia is associated with lower performance (Vlaeyen et al., 1995) independent of283

pain (Crombez et al., 1999, 1998) and greater trunk stiffness (Karayannis et al., 2013). Using284

linear regression, the TSK was previously found to be the best predictor of performance285

(Crombez  et  al.,  1999).  In  the  present  work,  although  both  the  TSK  and  PCS  scores  were286

significantly higher for the stabilizers than the destabilizers, the PCS was a better predictor of287

stabilizing than the TSK. The reason the PCS was a better predictor than the TSK could be288

because the participants were all healthy individuals with no previous history of LBP, whereas289

the previous studies used individuals with chronic LBP. In our previous study, where healthy290

individuals were induced with LBP via capsaicin, the PCS was significantly correlated with291

spine control across all conditions, whereas the TSK was not (Ross et al., 2015).292

There are several possible interpretations of the two different responses to noxious293

stimulus observed in this study. From one perspective, the adaptations could be considered to be294
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purposeful adapatations to deal with the noxious input. From this perspective, tightened control295

may represent a protective strategy to reduce movement of the part and reduce the potential for296

error (Hodges et al., 2013), and loosened control may represent an alternative startegy to increase297

variation to enable the search for a new less painful solution (Moseley and Hodges, 2006). This298

interpretation appears to align with the relationship with psychological features with the high299

catastrophizing group selecting the protective stabilizing solution and the low catastrophising300

group selecting the destabilizing solution. Although this is logical and intuitive, the data could be301

explained by alternative mechainsms. For instance, the detsabilizing adaptation may be302

explained by interference with movement control by nociceptive input; secondary to303

compromised proprioceptive input from muscle (Matre et al., 2002) or inhibition of muscle304

contraction (Tsao et al., 2008). Stabilizing adaptation may represent augmented muscle activity305

according to the vicious cycle theory (Roland, 1986). These latter mechanisms are more difficult306

to reconcile with the psychological profiles but cannot be excluded with the current data.307

The results of this study should be interpreted with consideration of several308

methodological limitations. First, it is important to acknowledge that pain in response to an acute309

noxious input differs in several respects to clinical pain. Participants expected that experimental310

pain will be transient, with recovery within a short time frame. Thus, the threat value of this pain311

will be lower than clinical pain with an unceratin time course. This means that our data will312

likely underestimate the impact of catastrophising on motor adaptation. Although hypertonic313

saline injection mimics some features typical of musculoskelatal pain (e.g. deep ache), unlike314

many clinical conditions, it tends to reduce with movement/muscle contraction (Tsao et al.,315

2010). Further, unlike clinical pain, the participants have not had the opportunity to live with the316

pain and only the immediate response to the noxious input can be assessed. Despite these, and317
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other differences, in many contexts experimental pain has been shown to induce similar motor318

adaptation to many of those observed in clinical conditions including LBP (Arendt-Nielsen et al.,319

1995; Hodges et al., 2003). The potential limitation of the experimental pain model needs to be320

weighed against the benefit of direct comparision of LBP and spinal control without confounding321

variables typically seen in the LBP population.322

Second, a limitation of this study is the use of an electromagnetic tracking unit. Data323

from electromagnetic tracking units can be distorted due to the interfence of magnetic materials324

with the electromagnetic field. However, Ascension uses DC magnetic field technology which325

overcomes many of the meticallic distortion problems of older magnetic technologies, such as326

AC electromagnetic systems (Anisfield, 2000). In addition, we minimized the liklihood of327

magentic distortion by placing the source directly next to the participant while they were328

performing all trials. In addition, the source did not move relative to the particpant between trials329

or particiapnts. In addition, an error in the placement of the the sensors could affect the results.330

This error was minimized by using ultrasound to locate the T12 and S1 spinous processes. This331

risk of error was further minimized by having the subjects wear the sensors throughout the entire332

duration of the study (even during the rest sessions) and the repeated measures design of the333

study.334

Third, similar to earlier studies (Hodges et al., 2013; Ross et al., 2015), we studied the335

response of the trunk with the pelvis fixed. The purpose of this method was to restrict the motion336

to the trunk and minimize the contribution of the lower limbs. Although this renders the task less337

natural and alters the lifting technique commonly used in the field, it has the benefit of limiting338

further sources of inter-individual variation, and enables interpretation of the strategy specifcally339

implemented for trunk control. Future work should explore if similar trends for the same340
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variables examined in this study are found with an unconstrained pelvis.  Fourth, although the341

sample size is adequate for this nature of study, it is small for logistic regression. However, we342

were able to repeatedly detect siginficant differences and relationships which indicates that the343

effects were sufficiently robust to be detected with the sample size. In future, this study should344

be repeated with a larger sample size to confirm the accuracy of the model. Lastly, although pain345

returned to baseline levels, based on VAS scores, other control mechanisms may not have346

returned to baseline and had an effect on spinal control. However, there were no significant347

differences in λmax between baseline and recovery trials, suggesting that the effects of the348

injection had fully subsided.349

The results of this study might help explain why different responses are observed in350

various studies looking at the effect of different pain modalities and groups. Even amongst351

healthy  individuals,  who  subjectively  report  the  same  amount  of  pain,  the  group  may  be352

heterogeneous with respect to pain cognitions with some individuals who catastrophise about353

pain (negative orientation toward pain) and others who do not. This heterogeneity of pain354

catastrophizing may lead to different selected motor behaviors (i.e. tighten versus loosen355

control). Therefore, these results suggest that PC and kinesiophobia should be considered when356

studying motor behaviors (e.g. spine control and stability) in response to pain (induced or357

chronic).358
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Figure Captions509

Figure 1 – Injection of hypertonic saline into the L4/L5 interspinous ligament with ultrasound510

imaging.511

512

Figure 2 – A) Mean visual analog scale (VAS) pain responses directly prior-to (pre) and after513

(post) the baseline (B), injection/pain (I), and recovery (R) trials. B) Individual participant VAS514

pain responses for these same variables. Red lines show individual responses across each trial,515

whereas black lines link these responses to the mean response during each trial. For A and B, the516

red dotted line refers to the average VAS pain response immediately after the injection across all517

participants.518

519

Figure 3 – Mean maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponents (λmax). Individual responses for520

baseline, injection/pain, and recovery trials. Destabilizing responses are highlighted in black and521

stabilizing responses are highlighted in red.522
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Table 1. Participant mean (standard deviation) demographics and kinesiophobia scores.523

Demographic Male Female All
Age (yrs) 20.75 (2.43) 21 (2.61) 20.88 (2.44)
Height (cm) 176.69 (8.90) 162.88 (3.09) 169.78 (9.61)
Mass (kg) 74.38 (11.15) 62.56 (9.02) 68.57 (11.54)
PCS /52 15.37 (10.27) 15.75 (8.96) 15.56 (9.31)
TSK /68 34.13 (6.66) 33.50 (4.14) 33.81 (5.37)
PCS = The Pain Catastrophizing Scale, TSK = Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia
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Table 2. Binary logistic regression variables, when a cut value of .500 was used.a524
525

B S.E. Wald
Step 1 PCS -.321 .170 3.570

Constant 5.649 2.837 3.964
B = coefficients, S.E. = standard error.526
aNote that 87.5% of participants could be correctly classified using only PCS scores (5/6527
stabilizers = 83.3%, 9/10 destabilizers = 90%).528
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Table 3. Comparison of mean (standard deviation) demographics, pain catastrophizing (PCS)529
and kinesiophobia (TSK) scores, maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponents (λmax), and VAS530
pain scores between stabilizers and destabilizers.531

532

* = significant difference between groups at p < 0.05.533

Stabilizer Destabilizer p-value
n 6 10 -

Age 21.17 (2.22) 20.70 (2.67) 0.725
Height 172.08 (9.52) 168.4 (9.89) 0.477
Weight 72.83 (10.19) 65.85 (12.00) 0.255

Baseline λmax 2.09 (.301) 2.01 (.218) 0.526
Injection λmax 1.87 (.327) 2.24 (.159) 0.008*
Recovery λmax 2.06 (.401) 2.12 (.152) 0.644

PCS 23.50 (9.05) 10.80 (5.63) 0.004*
TSK 37.17 (4.26) 31.80 (5.10) 0.049*

VAS Pre-Baseline 2.33 (3.14) 4.60 (6.82) 0.460
VAS Post-Baseline 20.33 (15.21) 15.10 (13.68) 0.489
VAS Pre-Injection 42.50 (15.66) 48.90 (20.27) 0.519
VAS Post-Injection 35.83 (22.58) 34.90 (19.56) 0.932
VAS Pre-Recovery 2.50 (2.43) 4.40 (6.24) 0.492
VAS Post-Recovery 20.00 (20.31) 12.20 (6.93) 0.277
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